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As we close out the year, the investment industry is fully engaged 

in its annual marketing effort of producing doorstop-sized sector 

outlooks and long lists of predictions that usually have as much 

value as your astrological horoscope (I’m told I will be happy in my 

Neptunian cloud this year).

For us at Equium Capital, however, the New Year provides an 

opportunity that goes well beyond marketing. In reviewing our 

wins and losses we learn from our mistakes, evolve our process 

where necessary and ensure that we continue to adhere to the 

principles laid out to clients.

Of course, a global, across-the-board rally in equities is going to 

make any investment manager look good but we are especially 

happy to land within our targeted high single digit return range 

through effective asset and regional allocation decisions. Although 

fixed income had positive moments, in the end, our significant 

equity overweight was clearly the right call (Chart 1). For 2018, 

we maintain this overweight to start the year as our view for 

continued global economic growth, boosted by the recent U.S. tax 

cuts, and expectations for rising inflation should again drive higher 

markets and muted fixed income returns.

Regionally, we have been supporters of global equities all year 

with a particular focus on the key European markets of France and 

Germany. Although caution kept us on the sidelines early in the 

year as Chinese credit conditions tightened, we flipped positive on 

Emerging Markets mid-year, which added further value for clients. 

Our underweights of Australia and Canada also ensured that we 

had client capital allocated elsewhere and is yet more evidence of 

the value our technical lens provides (Chart 2). 

Additionally, 2017 furthers the case for Canadian investors to be 

more globally diversified with a standard 60/40 global balanced 

fund outperforming a similar domestic fund by almost +300bps 

last year and +40% through 5 years (Chart 3). With NAFTA risks, 

elevated debt levels and an increasingly hawkish Central Bank, we 

see reasons to believe that Canadian balanced funds could once 

again underperform global peers in 2018.

On the sector front, we did a better job of predicting what not to 

own in 2017 as our underweights of the rate sensitive areas of 

Real Estate, Telecom and Staples all added value. On the other 

end, our expectations for a global cyclical upswing to drive growth 

and higher rates ended in a “push” with Industrials and Financials 
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Chart 1 | Global Equities vs. Bonds 2017

Chart 2 | Global Market Price Performance 2017
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Chart 3 | Global vs. Domestic Balanced Portfolio 5yr
source: Bloomberg, Equium Capital
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Chart 4 | U.S. Sector Performance 2017

Chart 5 | U.S. Technology Relative Price Performance 2017

source: Bloomberg, Equium Capital
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posting similar returns as the overall market. However, our main 

sub-sector calls of Aerospace & Defense (ITA), Medical Equipment 

(IHI) and Brokers & Exchanges (IAI) all outperformed (Chart 4).

The misses for the year came in two areas. We have a strict and 

unemotional process for exiting positions when the technical 

view of a given holding deteriorates. This process is the key to 

limiting losses and preserving client capital through the cycle and 

represents among the most important aspects of our strategy. 

However, while that discipline aims to keep us out of harm’s way, 

occasionally is can cause us to miss opportunities where sold off 

sectors sharply rebound back to trend, such as what occurred 

with Biotech in Q4. Given our extensive experience with cycles, 

however, we remain willing to sacrifice short-term gains on weak 

positions for longer-term, substantial preservation of client capital 

and thus will maintain the sell discipline of our process as is.

The second drag was our lack of exposure to Technology in 2H17. 

Although we held an overweight through June, which captured 

roughly half of the sector’s outperformance, we were too early in 

exiting this position (Chart 5). Going forward, we remain cautious 

as the relative strength trend is mixed and we expect the shift 

from growth to value that began at year-end to continue. That 

said, the structural tailwinds of e-commerce, cloud and artificial 

intelligence among others, remain firmly in place equating to 

an earnings outlook that is well ahead of the market keeping us 

neutral overall and overweight Internet and e-commerce names.

Outlook & Key Questions for 2018
We’ll refrain from making any predictions for the upcoming 

year but we will attempt to lay out the path as we see it along 

with the key questions that will need to be answered. Our base 

case is a continuation of what we’ve seen over the last several 

months: strong, global economic growth, percolating inflationary 

pressures and incrementally hawkish Central Banks. This setup 

is the basis for our late cycle positioning with overweights in 

Materials, Industrials and Financials and continued underweights 

in the defensive sectors that tend to suffer as rates rise (Table 1).

At Equium Capital, we are always on the lookout for what’s next 

and where we could be wrong. As a reminder, our fundamental 

guideposts for every market are: economic growth; valuation; and 

liquidity. As it relates to these factors in 2018 we see four main 

questions that remain to be answered and that will have critical 

importance for allocation decisions:

1. Will the U.S. tax cuts spur another leg of economic growth?

Our view is yes. With capital investments already trending higher 

we suspect that lower tax rates and full CAPEX expensing, which 

both lower required return hurdles, will drive a continued shift 

of capital towards real economy investments and away from the 

financial engineering of the recent past. An upward revisions cycle 

of U.S. GDP estimates has already begun and which we expect to 
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Table 1 | Investment Recommendation Snapshot
source: Equium Capital

Sector Region

Overweight

Equities
Energy

Industrials
Financial Services

Materials

U.S.
France

Germany
India

Underweight

Fixed Income
Real Estate

Staples
Utilities

Australia
Canada

United Kingdom
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Chart 6 | Consensus U.S. 2018 GDP Estimates
source: Bloomberg, Equium Capital

Chart 7 | U.S. Inflation Expectations
source: Bloomberg, Equium Capital

continue (Chart 6). However, if this doesn’t happen and we only see 

a sugar-high share buyback frenzy instead, we could see multiples 

quickly compress on the lower quality earnings growth. Concerns 

regarding the end of the U.S. economic cycle would also likely be 

brought forward.

2. Will inflation run hotter than expected driving a repricing of 

Central Bank tightening?

Not yet. Although we see commodities trending higher, output 

gaps closing and labour markets tightening, we do not see signs 

of significant overheating. There are many structural headwinds 

to inflation and productivity investments will also help offset 

some of the gains we are seeing helping to keep expectations well 

contained for now (Chart 7). Should we see oil spike higher or 

wage pressures increase significantly, Central Bankers could turn 

more hawkish and we could see higher rates tighten monetary 

conditions and potentially cause a recession.

3. Will slowing Central Bank asset purchases negatively impact 

financial conditions?

Probably. Should we continue along our expected path this will be 

a major question for the second half of 2018. Much ink has been 

spilt theorizing on what the end of quantitative easing will look 

like but the truth is that no one really knows. However, it seems 

reasonable to expect that credit spreads, volatility and financial 

conditions will all deteriorate to some extent. Central Bankers will 

no doubt express caution, but the risk of policy error is huge.

4. Could 2018 be the year that geopolitics finally disrupt markets?

Not likely. Although NAFTA headlines and a deterioration of U.S-

China trade relations will likely create volatility in 2018, we expect 

the U.S. Congress to largely constrain the protectionist efforts of 

the Administration. The Middle East is more concerning given the 

impact on energy prices and the fact that Iran/Saudi skirmishes 

seem to be escalating in nature. The Italian election in March is 

also worth keeping an eye on. For now, we view most of these as 

tail risks and not likely to drive material investment changes.

Undoubtedly, we are in for another year of surprises and Twitter 

feuds however economic fundamentals remain robust, credit 

spreads are near their lows and the technical picture is favourable 

giving us confidence in risk assets to start the year. We would 

like to thank all our clients for their support in what has been an 

exciting first year. Never has twelve months passed so quickly. On 

behalf of the entire team at Equium Capital, we wish you a healthy 

and prosperous 2018.
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